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Abstract
We study the problem of learning conditional average treatment effects (CATE) from ob-
servational data with unobserved confounders. The CATE function maps baseline covariates
to individual causal effect predictions and is key for personalized assessments. Recent work
has focused on how to learn CATE under unconfoundedness, i.e., when there are no unob-
served confounders. Since CATE may not be identified when unconfoundedness is violated, we
develop a functional interval estimator that predicts bounds on the individual causal effects
under realistic violations of unconfoundedness. Our estimator takes the form of a weighted
kernel estimator with weights that vary adversarially. We prove that our estimator is sharp in
that it converges exactly to the tightest bounds possible on CATE when there may be unob-
served confounders. Further, we study personalized decision rules derived from our estimator
and prove that they achieve optimal minimax regret asymptotically. We assess our approach
in a simulation study as well as demonstrate its application in the case of hormone replacement
therapy by comparing conclusions from a real observational study and clinical trial.
1 Introduction
Learning individual-level (conditional-average) causal effects from observational data is a key ques-
tion for determining personalized treatments in medicine or in assessing policy impacts in the
social sciences. Many recent advances have been made for the important question of estimating
conditional average treatment effects (CATE), which is a function mapping baseline covariates to
individual causal effect predictions [1, 3, 10, 13, 19, 26, 34, 38]. However, all of these approaches
need to assume unconfoundedness, or that the potential outcomes are conditionally independent of
treatments, given observed covariates. That is, that all possible confounders have been observed
and are controlled for.
While unconfoundedness may hold by design in ideal settings like randomized controlled trials, the
assumption is almost always invalid to some degree in any real observational study and, to make
things worse, the assumption is inherently unverifiable. For example, passively collected healthcare
databases often lack part of the critical clinical information that may drive both doctors’ and
patients’ treatment choices, e.g., subjective assessments of condition severity or personal lifestyle
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factors. The expansion and linkage of observational and administrative datasets does afford greater
opportunities to observe important factors that influence selection into treatment, but some hidden
factors will always remain and there is no way to prove otherwise. When unconfoundedness does
not hold, one might find causal effects in observational data where there is actually no real effect or
vice versa, which in turn may lead to real decisions that dangerously rely on false conclusions and
may introduce unnecessary harm or risk [17].
Therefore, sensitivity analysis of causal estimates to realistic violations of unconfoundedness is
crucial for both credible interpretation of any findings and reliable decision making. Traditional
sensitivity analysis and modern extensions focus on bounding feasible values of average treatment
effects (ATE) or the corresponding p-values for the hypothesis of zero effect, assuming some violation
of unconfoundedness [7, 31, 39].
However, ATE is of limited use for individual-level assessments and personalization. For such
applications, it is crucial to study the heterogeneity of effects as covariates vary by estimating the
CATE. Given an individual with certain baseline covariates, the sign of the CATE for their specific
values determines the best course of action for the individual. Furthermore, learning CATE also
allows one to generalize causal conclusions drawn from one population to another population [11].
In this paper, we develop new methodology and theory for learning bounds on the CATE func-
tion from observational data that may be subject to some confounding. Our contributions are
summarized as follows:
• We propose a functional interval estimator for CATE that is derived from a weighted kernel
regression, where the weights vary adversarially per a standard sensitivity model that specifies
the how big the potential impact of hidden confounders might be on selection. We extend the
approach to conditioning on a subset of observed covariates (partial CATE).
• We show that the proposed estimators, which are given by an optimization problem, admit
efficient computation by a sorting and line search procedure.
• We show that our estimator is sharp in that it converges point-wise to the tightest possible
set of identifiable CATE functions – the set of CATE functions that are consistent with both
the population-level observational-data generating process and the assumed sensitivity model.
That is, our interval function is asymptotically neither too wide (too conservative) nor too
narrow (too optimistic).
• We study personalized decision rules derived from our estimator and show that their minimax-
regret converges to the best possible under the assumed sensitivity model.
• We assess the success of our approach in a simulation study as well as demonstrate the
application of our approach in real-data setting. Specifically, we consider the individual-level
effects of hormone replacement therapy and compare insights derived from a likely-confounded
observational study to those derived from a clinical trial.
2
2 Related work
Learning CATE. Studying heterogeneous treatment effects by learning a functional form for
CATE under the assumption of unconfoundedness is a common approach [1, 3, 10, 13, 19, 26, 34, 38].
Under unconfoundedness, CATE is given by the difference of two identifiable regressions and the
above work study how to appropriately tailor supervised learning algorithms specifically to such a
task. In particular, [1] consider estimating CATE under unconfoundedness using kernel regression
on a transformation of the outcome given by inverse propensity weighting (IPW). Our bounds
arise from adversarially-weighted kernel regression estimators, but in order to ensure sharpness, the
estimators we use reweight the sample rather than the outcome.
Sensitivity analysis and partial identification. Sensitivity analysis in causal inference consid-
ers how the potential presence of unobserved confounders might affect a conclusion made under the
assumption of unconfoundedness. It originated in a thought experiment on the effects of smoking
in lung cancer that argued that unobservable confounding effects must be unrealistically large in
order to refute the observational evidence [6]. In our approach, we use the marginal sensitivity
model (MSM) introduced by [37], which bounds the potential impact of unobserved confounding
on selection into treatment. Specifically, it bounds the ratio between the propensity for treatment
when accounting only for observables and when accounting also for unobservables. This model is
closely related to the Rosenbaum sensitivity model [31], which is traditionally used in conjunction
with matching and which bounds the ratio between the propensity for treatment between any two
realization of unobservables. See [39] for more on the relationship between these two sensitivity
models. [37, 39] consider the sensitivity of ATE estimates under the MSM but not sharpness. [2]
consider a related problem of bounding a population average under observations with unknown
but bounded sampling probabilities and prove sharpness assuming discrete outcomes. Instead of
relying on a sensitivity model, [23] consider sharp partial identification of ATE under no or weak as-
sumptions such as monotone response and [22] consider corresponding minimax-regret policy choice
with discrete covariates. [24] consider sharp partial identification of ATE under knowledge of the
marginal distribution of confounders and sup-norm bounds on propensity differences.
Personalized decision making. Optimal personalized decision rules are given by thresholding
CATE if known and hence a natural approach to learning such policies is to threshold CATE
estimates [30]. This of course breaks down if CATE is not estimable. Our paper derives the
appropriate extension to partially identified CATE and shows that decision rules derived from
our estimates in fact achieve optimal minimax regret. Under unconfoundedness, recent work has
also studied directly learning a structured decision policy from observational data since best-in-class
CATE estimates (e.g., best linear prediction) need not necessarily lead to best-in-class policies (e.g.,
best linear policy) [4, 8, 14–16, 36, 40]. Recently, [17] studied the problem of finding such structured
policies that are also robust to possible confounding under a similar sensitivity model. However, this
approach produces only a policy and not a CATE estimate, which itself is an important object for
decision support as one would like to interpret the policy relative to predicted effects and understand
the magnitude of effect and uncertainties in its estimation. Causal effect estimates are of course
also important for influencing other conclusions, directing further the study of causal mechanisms,
and measuring conclusions against domain knowledge.
3
3 Problem Set-up
We assume that the observational data consists of triples of random variables {(Xi, Ti, Yi) : i =
1, . . . , n}, comprising of covariates Xi ∈ X ⊆ Rd, assigned treatments Ti ∈ {0, 1}, and real-
valued outcomes Yi ∈ Y ⊆ R. Using the Neyman-Rubin potential outcome framework, we let
Yi(0), Yi(1) ∈ Y denote the potential outcomes of each treatment. We let the observed outcome be
the potential outcome of the assigned treatment, Yi = Yi(Ti), encapsulating non-interference and
consistency assumptions, also known as SUTVA [33]. Moreover, (Xi, Ti, Yi(0), Yi(1)) are i.i.d draws
from a population (X,T, Y (0), Y (1)).
We are interested in the CATE function:
τ(x) = E[Y (1)− Y (0) | X = x]
If X contained all confounders, then we could identify CATE by controlling for it in each treatment
group:
τ˜(x) = E[Y | T = 1, X = x]− E[Y | T = 0, X = x]. (1)
If unconfoundedness held in that potential outcomes are independent of assigned treatment given
X, then it’s immediate that τ˜ would equal τ . However, in practice there will almost always exist
unobserved confounders not included in X, i.e., unconfoundedness with respect to X is violated.
That is, in general, we may have that
(Y (0), Y (1)) 6⊥ T | X.
In such general settings, τ(x) 6= τ˜(x) and indeed τ(x) may not be estimated from the observed data
even with an infinite sample size [31].
For t ∈ {0, 1}, let et(x) = P(T = t | X = x) be the nominal propensity for treatment given only the
observed variables and et(x, y) = P(T = t | X = x, Y (t) = y) be the complete propensity accounting
for all confounders. In this paper, we use the following sensitivity model to quantify the extent of
violation of the unconfoundedness with respect to the observed covariates X. The model measures
the degree of confounding in terms of the odds ratios of the nominal and complete propensities
[37, 39].
Definition 1 (Marginal Sensitivity Model). There exists Γ ≥ 1 such that, for any t ∈ {0, 1}, x ∈
X , y ∈ Y,
1
Γ
≤ (1− et(x))et(x, y)
et(x)(1− et(x, y)) ≤ Γ. (2)
Taking logs, eq. (2) can be seen as bounding the absolute difference between the logits the nominal
propensity and the complete propensity by log Γ. When unconfoundedness with respect to X holds,
we have that et(x) = et(x, y) and (2) holds with Γ = 1. When Γ = 2, for example, then the true
odds ratio for an individual to be treated may be as much as double or as little as half of what it
is actually observed to be given only X. As Γ increasingly deviates from 1, we allow for greater
unobserved confounding.
4
4 An Interval Estimator for CATE
4.1 Population estimands
We start by characterizing the population estimands we are after, the population-level upper and
lower bounds on CATE. As discussed above, without unconfoundedness, there is no single CATE
function that can be point identified by the data. Under the MSM with a given Γ, we can conceive of
the set of identified CATE functions as consisting of all the functions that are consistent with both
the population of observational data (X,T, Y ) and the MSM. All such functions are observationally
equivalent in that they cannot be distinguished from one another on the basis of observational
data alone. This defines a particular interval function that maps covariates to the lower and upper
bounds of this set and this is the function we wish to estimate.
For t ∈ {0, 1} and x ∈ X , let ft(y | x) denote the density of the distribution P(T = t, Y (t) ≤ y |
X = x) = P(T = t, Y ≤ y | X = x). Note that these distributions are identifiable based on the
observed data as they only involve observable quantities. Further, define µt(x) = E[Y (t) | X = x],
which is not identifiable from data, such that τ(x) = µ1(x)− µ0(x), and note that
µt(x) = µt(wt;x) =
∫
ywt(y | x)ft(y | x)dy∫
wt(y | x)ft(y | x)dy (3)
where wt(y | x) = 1/et(x, y), which too is unidentifiable. Eq. (3) is useful as it decomposes µt(x)
cleanly into its identifiable (ft(y | x)) and unidentifiable (wt(y | x)) components. Based on the MSM
(2), we can determine the uncertainty set that includes all possible values of wt(y | x) = 1/et(x, y)
that agree with the model, i.e., violate unconfoundedness by no more than Γ:
Wt(x; Γ) = {wt(· | x) : wt(y | x) ∈ [αt(x; Γ), βt(x; Γ)] ∀y}
where αt(x; Γ) = 1/(Γet(x)) + 1− 1/Γ, (4)
βt(x; Γ) = Γ/et(x) + 1− Γ.
These are exactly the wt(· | x) functions that agree with both the known nominal propensities et(x)
and the MSM in eq. (2). Eq. (4) is derived directly from eq. (2) by simple algebraic manipulation.
We define the population CATE bounds under the MSM correspondingly.
Definition 2 (CATE Identified Set Under MSM). The population bounds under the MSM with
parameter Γ for the expected potential outcomes are
µt(x; Γ) = sup
wt∈Wt(x;Γ)
µt(wt;x), (5)
µ
t
(x; Γ) = inf
wt∈Wt(x;Γ)
µt(wt;x), (6)
and the population bounds for CATE are
τ(x; Γ) = µ1(x; Γ)− µ0(x; Γ), (7)
τ(x; Γ) = µ
1
(x; Γ)− µ0(x; Γ). (8)
Therefore, the target function we are interested in learning is the map from x to identifiable CATE
intervals:
T (x; Γ) = [τ(x; Γ), τ(x; Γ)].
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4.2 The functional interval estimator
We next develop our functional interval estimator for T (x; Γ). Toward this end, we consider the
following kernel-regression-based estimator for µt(x) based on the unknown weights W
∗
t = (W
∗
ti)
n
i=1
based on the complete propensity score, W ∗ti = 1/et(Xi, Yi(t)):
µˆt(W
∗
t ;x) =
∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi−x
h
)W ∗tiYi∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi−x
h
)W ∗ti
, (9)
where K(Xi−x
h
) = K(
Xi,1−x1
h
) × · · · × K(Xi,d−xd
h
), K(·) is a univariate kernel function, and h >
0 is a bandwidth. In particular, all we require of K is that it is bounded and
∫
uK(u)du =
0,
∫
u2K(u)du <∞ (see Thm. 1). For example, we can use the Gaussian kernel K(u) = exp(u2/2)
or uniform kernel K(u) = I(|u| ≤ 1
2
). If we knew the true weights W∗t , then basic results on non-
parametric regression and inverse-probability weighting would immediately give that µˆt(W
∗
t ;x)→
µt(x) as n→∞ if h→ 0 and nhd →∞ [27], i.e., the estimator, eq. (9), would be consistent when
the complete propensity scores are known.
However, the estimator in eq. (9) is an infeasible one in practice because 1/W ∗ti = et(Xi, Yi(t)) is
unknown and cannot be estimated from any amount of observed data. Instead, we bracket the
range of feasible weights and consider how large or small eq. (9) might be. For t ∈ {0, 1} and Γ ≥ 1,
we define
Ŵt = {Wt : αt(Xi; Γ) ≤ Wti ≤ βt(Xi; Γ) ∀i} ⊆ Rn,
where αt(·) and βt(·) are defined in (4). Our interval CATE estimator is
T̂ (x; Γ) = [τˆ(x), τˆ(x)], where (10)
τˆ(x) = µˆ1(x)− µˆ0(x), τˆ(x) = µˆ1(x)− µˆ0(x), (11)
µˆt(x; Γ) = sup
Wt∈Ŵt
µˆt(W;x), (12)
µˆ
t
(x; Γ) = inf
Wt∈Ŵt
µˆt(W;x). (13)
Note that αt(x), βt(x) depend on et(x). Since we mainly focus on dealing with unobserved con-
founding, we assume that we know the nominal propensity scores et(x) for simplicity as it is in
fact identifiable. In Subsection 4.7, we discuss the estimation of the nominal propensity score in
finite samples and the interpretation of the marginal sensitivity model when the propensity score
is misspecified.
4.3 Computing the interval estimator
Our interval estimator is defined as an optimization problem over n weight variables. We can sim-
plify this problem by characterizing its solution. Using optimization duality, Lemma 2 in appendix
shows that, in the solution, each weight variable realizes its bounds (upper or lower) and that
weights are monotone when sorted in increasing Yi value. This means that one need only search
for the inflection point. As summarized in the following proposition, this means that the solution
is given by a simple discrete line search to optimize a unimodal function, after sorting.
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Proposition 1. Suppose that we reorder the data so that Y1 ≤ Y2 ≤ · · · ≤ Yn. Define the following
terms for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, x ∈ X , and Γ ≥ 1:
λ(k;x,Γ) =
∑
i≤k α˜
K
i (t, x; Γ)Yi +
∑
i≥k+1 β˜
K
i (t, x; Γ)Yi∑
i≤k α˜
K
i (t, x; Γ) +
∑
i≥k+1 β˜
K
i (t, x; Γ)
,
λ(k;x,Γ) =
∑
i≤k β˜
K
i (t, x; Γ)Yi +
∑
i≥k+1 α˜
K
i (t, x; Γ)Yi∑
i≤k β˜
K
i (t, x; Γ) +
∑
i≥k+1 α˜
K
i (t, x; Γ)
,
where
α˜Ki (t, x; Γ) = I[Ti = t]αt(Xi; Γ)K(
Xi − x
h
),
β˜Ki (t, x; Γ) = I[Ti = t]βt(Xi; Γ)K(
Xi − x
h
).
Then we have that
µˆt(x) = λ(k
H(x,Γ);x,Γ), µˆ
t
(x) = λ(kL(x,Γ);x,Γ),
where
kH(x,Γ) = inf{k = 1, . . . , n : λ(k;x,Γ) ≥ λ(k + 1;x,Γ)},
kL(x,Γ) = inf{k = 1, . . . , n : λ(k;x,Γ) ≤ λ(k + 1;x,Γ)}.
4.4 Sharpness guarantees
We next establish that our interval estimator is sharp, i.e., it converges to the identifiable set
of CATE values. That is to say, as a robust estimator that accounts for possible confounding,
our interval is neither too wide nor too narrow – asymptotically, it matches exactly what can be
hoped to be learned from any amount of observational data. The result is based on a new uniform
convergence result that we prove for the weight-parametrized kernel regression estimator, µˆt(W ;x),
to the weight-parametrized estimand µt(wt;x). Although the uniform convergence may in fact
not hold in general, it holds when restricting to monotone weights, which is where we leverage our
characterization of the optimal solution to eqs. (13) and (12) as well as a similar result characterizing
the population version in eqs. (5) and (6) using semi-infinite optimization duality [35].
Theorem 1. Suppose that
i. K is bounded,
∫
K(u) <∞, ∫ uK(u)du = 0, and ∫ u2K(u)du <∞,
ii. n→∞, h→ 0 and nh2d →∞,
iii. Y is a bounded random variable,
iv. et(x) and ft(y | x) are twice continuously differentiable with respect to x for any fixed y ∈ Y
with bounded first and second derivatives,1
v. et(x, y) is bounded away from 0 and 1 uniformly over x ∈ X , y ∈ Y, t ∈ {0, 1}.
1Note that we can also use αt(x; Γ) and βt(x; Γ) as the bounds on Wti in the definition of our estimators in
eqs. (12) and (13). In this case, we don’t need derivative assumptions on et(·). In practice, using x or Xi leads to
similar results.
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Then, for t ∈ {0, 1},
µˆt(x)
p→ µt(x), µˆt(x)
p→ µ
t
(x),
τˆ(x)
p→ τ(x), τˆ(x) p→ τ(x).
In words, Theorem 1 states that under fairly general assumptions, if the bandwidth h is appropri-
ately chosen, our bounds for both conditional average outcomes and CATE are pointwise consistent
and hence sharp.
4.5 Personalized Decisions from Interval Estimates and Minimax Re-
gret Guarantees
We next consider how our interval CATE estimate can be used for personalized treatment decisions
and prove that the resulting decisions rules are asymptotically minimax optimal. Let us assume
that the outcomes Yi correspond to losses so that lower outcomes are better. Then, if the CATE
were known, given an individual with covariates x, clearly the optimal treatment decision is t = 1
if τ(x) < 0 and t = 0 if τ(x) > 0 (and either if τ(x) = 0). In other words, pi(x) = I(τ(x) < 0)
minimizes the risk
V (pi; τ) = E[pi(X)Y (1) + (1− pi(X))Y (0)]
= E[Y (1)] + E[pi(X)τ(X)]
over pi : X → {0, 1}. If τ(x) can be point-estimated, an obvious approach to making personal-
ized decisions is to threshold an estimator of it. If the estimator is consistent, this will lead to
asymptotically optimal risk.
This, however, breaks down when CATE is unidentifiable and we only have an interval estimate. It
is not immediately clear how one should threshold an interval. We next discuss how an approach
that thresholds when possible and otherwise falls back to defaults is minimax optimal. When CATE
is not a single function, there is also no single identifiable value of V (pi; τ). Instead, we focus on
the worst case regret given by the MSM relative to a default pi0(x):
Rpi0(pi; Γ) = supτ(x)∈T (x;Γ) ∀x∈X (V (pi; τ)− V (pi0; τ))
The default represents the decision that would have been taken in the absence of any of our obser-
vational data. For example, in the medical domain, if there is not enough clinical trial evidence to
support treatment approval, then the default may be to not treat, pi0(x) = 0. At the population
level, the uniformly best possible policy we can hope for is the minimax regret policy:
pi∗( · ; Γ) ∈ argminpi:X→{0,1}Rpi0(pi; Γ) (14)
Proposition 2. The following is a solution to eq. (14):
pi∗(x; Γ) = I(τ(x; Γ) ≤ 0) + pi0(x)I(τ(x; Γ) < 0 < τ(x; Γ))
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This minimax-optimal policy always treats when τ(x; Γ) ≤ 0 and never treats when τ(x; Γ) ≥ 0
because in those cases the best choice is unambiguous. Whenever the bounds contain 0, the best
we could hope for is 0 regret, which we can always achieve by mimicking pi0.
Next, we prove that if we approximate the true minimax-optimal policy, by plugging in our own
interval CATE estimates in place of the population estimands, then we will achieve optimal minimax
regret asymptotically.
Theorem 2. Let
pˆi(x; Γ) = I(τˆ(x; Γ) ≤ 0) + pi0(x)I(τˆ(x; Γ) < 0 ≤ τˆ(x; Γ)).
Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 1,
Rpi0(pˆi(·; Γ); Γ) p→ min
pi:X→{0,1}
Rpi0(pi; Γ) = Rpi0(pi
∗(·; Γ); Γ)
4.6 Extension: interval estimates for the partial conditional average
treatment effect
In subsections 4.1 - 4.5, we consider CATE conditioned on all observed confounders X. However,
in many applications, we may be interested in heterogeneity of treatment effect in only a few
variables, conditioning on only a subset of variables XS, with S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} as the corresponding
index set. For example, in medical applications, fewer rather than more variables are preferred in a
personalized decision rule due to cost and interpretability considerations [30]. In other cases, only
a subset of covariates are available at test time to use as inputs for an effect prediction. Therefore,
we consider estimation of the partial conditional average treatment effect (PCATE):
τ(xS) = µ1(xS)− µ0(xS), (15)
where µt(xS) = E[Y (t) | XS = xS] for t ∈ {0, 1}.
Analogously, we define ft(y, xSc | xS) as the joint conditional density function of (T = t, Y (t), XSc)
given XS = xS, where S
c = {1, . . . , n} \ S denotes the complement of S. We further define the
following for a weight functional wPt (· , · | xS):
µt(w
P
t ;xS) =
∫∫
ywPt (xSc , y | xS)ft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc∫∫
wPt (xSc , y | xS)ft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc
(16)
Note that µt(w
P
t ;xS) = µt(xS) when w
P
t (xSc , y | xS) = 1et(xS ,xSc ,y) . We therefore define the popula-
tion interval estimands for PCATE under the MSM as follows.
Definition 3 (PCATE Identified Set Under MSM). The population bounds under the MSM with
parameter Γ for the partial expected potential outcomes and PCATE are
µt(xS; Γ) = sup
wPt ∈WPt (xS ;Γ)
µ(wPt ;xS), (17)
µ
t
(xS; Γ) = inf
wPt ∈WPt (xS ;Γ)
µ(wPt ;xS), (18)
τ(xS; Γ) = µ1(xS; Γ)− µ0(xS; Γ), (19)
τ(xS; Γ) = µ1(xS; Γ)− µ0(xS; Γ). (20)
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where µ(wPt ;xS) is defined in (16), and
WPt (xS; Γ) =
{
wPt : w
P
t (xSc , y | xS) ∈ [αt(xS, xSc ; Γ),
βt(xS, xSc ; Γ)],∀xSc ∈ XSc ,∀y ∈ Y
}
.
We can extend our interval estimators to the above:
µˆt(Wt;xS) =
∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi,S−xS
h
)WtiYi∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi,S−xS
h
)Wti
, (21)
µˆt(xS; Γ) = sup
Wt∈Ŵt
µˆt(Wt;xS), (22)
µˆ
t
(xS; Γ) = inf
Wt∈Ŵt
µˆt(Wt;xS) (23)
These PCATE interval estimators use the partial covariates XS in the kernel function but the
complete observed covariates X in the nominal propensity score (in αt(·) and βt(·)),2 compared to
CATE interval estimators, eqs. (9) and (11), that use X in both the kernel function and nominal
propensity score. In appendix section D, we prove appropriate analogues of Theorems 1 and 2
for our PCATE interval estimators under analogous assumptions. In this way, we can use the
complete observed covariates X in the nominal propensity scores to adjust for confounding as much
as possible, so that unobserved confounding is minimal, while only estimating heterogeneity in a
subset of interesting covariates.
4.7 Practical Considerations
Boundary bias: If the space X is bounded, then kernel-regression-based estimators may have
high bias at points x near the boundaries. This can be alleviated by truncating kernels at the
boundary and corrected by replacing any kernel term of the form K(Xi−x
h
) by a re-normalized
version K(Xi−x
h
)/
∫
x′∈X K(
Xi−x′
h
)dx′ so that all kernel terms have the same integral over the bounded
X [9, 18]. We take this approach in our experiments.
Propensity score estimation: Although our theoretical results in section 4 assume that the nom-
inal propensity score et(x) is known, these results still hold if we use a consistent estimator for it.
Indeed, et(x) is identifiable. Recently, a variety of nonparametric machine learning methods were
proposed to estimate propensity score reliably [21, 25]. These, for example, may be used. When
parametric estimators are used for propensity score estimation, e.g., linear logistic regression, model
misspecification error may occur. In this case, we can interpret the marginal sensitivity model as
the log odds ratio bound between the complete propensity score and the best parametric approxi-
mation of the nominal propensity score. Consequently, the resulting CATE sensitivity bounds also
incorporate model misspecifcation uncertainty. See [39] for more details on marginal sensitivity
model for parametric propensity score.
Selection of the sensitivity parameter Γ. The parameter Γ bounds the magnitude of the
effects of unobserved confounders on selection, which is usually unknown. [12] suggest calibrating
2We could also use αt(xS , Xi,Sc ; Γ) and βt(xS , Xi,Sc ; Γ) here. See also footnote 1.
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Figure 1: Bounds on CATE for differing val-
ues of Γ (dashed), compared to original con-
founded kernel regression (purple dashed) and
true CATE (black).
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Figure 2: Bounds on PCATE. Legend same as
in Fig 1.
the assumed effect of the unobserved confounders to the effect of observed covariates. For example,
we can compute the effect of omitting each observed covariate on the log odds ratio of the propensity
score and use domain knowledge to assess plausible ranges of Γ to determine if we could have omitted
a variable that could have as large an effect as the observed one.
5 Experiments
Simulated Data. We first consider an one-dimensional example illustrating the effects of un-
observed confounding on conditional average treatment effect estimation. We generate a binary
unobserved confounder u ∼ Bern(1/2) (independent of all else), and covariate X ∼ Unif[−2, 2]. We
fix the nominal propensity score as e(x) = σ(0.75x + 0.5). For the sake of demonstration, we fix
an underlying “true” Γ∗ value and set the complete propensity scores as e(x, u) = u
αt(x;Γ∗) +
1−u
βt(x;Γ∗)
and sample T ∼ Bern(e(x, u)). This makes the complete propensities achieve the extremal MSM
bounds corresponding to Γ∗, with u controlling which bound we reach. We choose an outcome
model to yield a nonlinear CATE, with linear confounding terms and noise randomly generated as
 ∼ N(0, 1):
Y (t) =(2t− 1)X + (2t− 1)− 2 sin(2(2t− 1)X)
− 2(2u− 1)(1 + 0.5X) + 
When we learn the confounded effect estimate, τ˜(X), from data as in eq. (1), we incur a confounding
term (τ˜(x)− τ(x)) that grows in magnitude with positive x:
2(2 + x)(Pr[u = 1 | X=xT=1 ]− Pr[u = 1 | X=xT=0 ]). (24)
In Fig. 1, we compute the bounds using our estimators, eqs. (12) and (13), for varying choices of Γ
on a dataset with n = 2000 where log Γ∗ = 1. We use a Gaussian kernel with bandwidths chosen
by leave-one-out cross-validation for the task of unweighted regression in each treatment arm. The
bounds are centered at the confounded kernel regression estimate of CATE (purple long-dashed
line).
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Table 1: Policy risk for various policies under data generating processes with different Γ∗ (lower is
better)
lo
g
(Γ
∗ ) n = 1000 n = 5000 n = 1000 n =∞
pˆi(x; e0.5) pˆi(x; e1) pˆi(x; e1.5) pˆi(x; e0.5) pˆi(x; e1) pˆi(x; e1.5) I(ˆ˜τ(x) < 0) I(τ(x) < 0)
0.5 −1.65± 0.01−1.64± 0.01 −1.63± 0.00 −1.68 −1.63 −1.63 −1.60± 0.00 −1.68
1 −1.58± 0.02 −1.64± 0.02−1.64± 0.01 −1.62 −1.67 −1.63 −1.48± 0.04 −1.68
1.5 −1.51± 0.02 −1.60± 0.02 −1.63± 0.02 −1.52 −1.63 −1.67 −1.36± 0.04 −1.68
By construction, the deviation of the confounded CATE from the true CATE, eq. (24), is greater for
more positive x. Correspondingly, as can be seen in the figure, our approach learns bounds whose
widths reflect the appropriate “size” of confounding at each x. While the confounded estimation
suggests a large region, x ∈ [0, 1.25], where treatment pi(x) = 1 is optimal, the true CATE suggests
that treatment at many of these x values is harmful. Correspondingly, our interval bounds for log(Γ)
correctly specified as ≥ 1 indeed suggests that the benefit of treatment in this region is ambiguous
and treatment may be harmful.
In Table 1, we compare the true policy values, V (pi; τ), achieved by the decision rules derived
from our interval CATE estimates, following Section 4.5 and letting pi0(x) = 0 (never treat). We
consider 20 Monte Carlo replications for each setting of Γ∗ and report 95% confidence intervals. Any
omitted confidence interval is smaller than ±0.01. Note that on the diagonal of Table 1, we assess a
policy with a “well-specified” Γ equal to Γ∗, which achieves the best risk for the corresponding data
generating process. The case of n = 5000 essentially gives the population-level optimal minimax
regret. Finally, for comparison, we include the policy values of both the thresholding policy based
on the confounded CATE estimated learned by IPW-weighted kernel regression using nominal
propensities (ˆ˜τ(x)) and the truly optimal policy based on the true (and unknowable) τ . The policy
value of the confounded policy suffers in comparison to the policies from our estimated bounds.
Specifying an overly conservative Γ achieves similar risk in this setting, while underspecifying Γ
compared to the true Γ∗ incurs greater loss.
We next illustrate the case of learning the PCATE using our interval estimators in eqs. (21) and
(23). In Fig. 2, we show the same CATE specification used in Fig. 1, but introduce additional
confounders which impact selection to illustrate the use of this approach with higher-dimensional
observed covariates. We consider observed covariates X ∈ R3, uniformly generated on [−1, 1]3,
where heterogeneity in treatment effect is only due to xS, S = {1}, the first dimension. That is, we
specify the outcome model for t ∈ {0, 1} as:
Y (t) = (2t− 1)XS + (2t− 1)− 2 sin(2(2t− 1)XS)
− 2(2u− 1)(1 + 0.5XS) + β>x X + 
We fix the nominal propensities as e(x) = σ(θ>x+ 0.5), with θ = [0.75,−0.5, 0.5] and the outcome
coefficient vector βx = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5]. Again, we set the propensity scores such that the complete
propensities achieve the extremal bounds. Note that additional confounding dimensions will tend
to increase the outcome variation for any given xS value, so the bounds are wider in Fig. 2 for the
same fixed value of x and Γ, though our approach recovers the appropriate structure on the CATE
function.
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Figure 3: Comparison of CATE estimated from
unconfounded clinical trial data (CT) vs. con-
founded observational study data (OS) by a
difference of LOESS regressions. Confounding
leads to the opposite conclusions.
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Figure 4: Bounds on CATE estimated from
the WHI observational study. The observa-
tional study is highly sensitive to unobserved
confounding.
Assessment on Real-World Data: Hormone Replacement Therapy. To illustrate the
impacts of unobserved confounding, we consider a case study of a parallel clinical trial and large
observational study from the Women’s Health Initiative [28]. Hormone replacement therapy (HRT)
was the treatment of interest: previous observational correlations suggested protective effects for
onset of chronic (including cardiovascular) disease. While the clinical trial was halted early due
to dramatically increased incidence of heart attacks, the observational study evidence actually
suggested preventive effects, prompting further study to reconcile these conflicting findings based
on unobserved confounding in the observational study [20, 29, 32]. Follow-up studies suggest benefits
of HRT for younger women [5].
We consider a simple example of learning an optimal treatment assignment policy based on age
to reduce endline systolic blood pressure, which serves as a proxy outcome for protective effects
against cardiovascular disease. Thus we consider learning the PCATE for S = {age} while control-
ling for all observed baseline variables. The observed covariates are 30-dimensional (after binary
encodings of categorical variables) and include factors such as demographics, smoking habits, car-
diovascular health history, and other comorbidities (e.g., diabetes and myocardial infection). We
restrict attention to a complete-case subset of the clinical-trial data (n = 14266), and a subset of
the observational study (n = 2657).
For comparing findings from the clinical trial and observational study, Fig. 3 plots estimates of the
partial conditional average treatment effect on systolic blood pressure over age by a difference of
LOESS regressions. In the clinical trial (CT, orange) we used a simple regression on age and in
the observational study (OS, blue) we used IPW-weighted regression with propensities estimated
using all observed baseline variables. A negative CATE suggests that HRT reduces systolic blood
pressure and might have protective effects against cardiovascular disease. The clinical trial CATE
is not statistically significantly different from zero for ages above 67, though the CATE becomes
negative for the youngest women in the study. The observational CATE crucially displays the
opposite trend, suggesting that treatment is statistically significantly beneficial for women of ages
62-73. We display 90% confidence intervals obtained from a 95% confidence interval for individual
regressions within each treatment arm.
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In Fig. 4, we apply our method to estimate bounds on τ(Xage). We estimate propensity scores
using logistic regression. Our bounds suggest that the estimated CATE from the observational
study is highly sensitive to potential unobserved confounding: for sensitivity parameter as low as
log(Γ) = 0.2 (Γ = 1.22), we see that τ(x) = 0 is included in the sensitivity bounds for nearly
all individuals such that we would likely prefer to default to less intervention. To interpret this
value of Γ, we compute the distribution of instance-wise Γi,j parameters between the propensity
estimated from all covariates for individual i, and the propensity estimated under dropping each
covariate dimension j: Γi,j =
(1−eti (Xi))eti (Xi,−j)
eti (Xi)(1−eti (Xi,−j))
. The maximal such Γ value is observed by dropping
the indicator for 1-4 cigarettes smoked per day, which leads to a maximal Γ = 1.17 value.
6 Conclusion
We developed a functional interval estimator that provides bounds on individual-level causal effects
under realistic violations of unconfoundedness. Our estimators, which we prove are sharp for the
tightest bounds possible, use a weighted kernel estimator with weights that vary adversarially over
an uncertainty set consistent with a sensitivity model. We study the implications for decision rules,
and assess both our bounds and derived decisions on both simulated and real-world data.
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A Population CATE sensitivity bounds
Lemma 1. The sensitivity bounds for the conditional expected potential outcomes µt(x) and µt(x)
defined in (5)(6) have the following equivalent characterization:
µt(x) = sup
u∈Und
αt(x)
∫
yft(y | x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)yft(y | x)dy
αt(x)
∫
ft(y | x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)ft(y | x)dy
µ
t
(x) = inf
u∈Uni
αt(x)
∫
yft(y | x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)yft(y | x)dy
αt(x)
∫
ft(y | x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)ft(y | x)dy
where
Und = {u : Y → [0, 1] | u(y)is nondecreasing},
Uni = {u : Y → [0, 1] | u(y)is nonincreasing},
and αt(x) and β(x) defined in (4).
Proof. Recall that
µt(x) = sup
wt(y|x)∈[αt(x),βt(x)]
∫
ywt(y | x)ft(y | x)dy∫
wt(y | x)ft(y | x)dy , (25)
µ
t
(x) = inf
wt(y|x)∈[αt(x),βt(x)]
∫
ywt(y | x)ft(y | x)dy∫
wt(y | x)ft(y | x)dy . (26)
By one-to-one change of variables wt(y | x) = αt(x) + u(y)(βt(x)− αt(x)) with u : Y → [0, 1],
µt(x) = sup
u:Y→[0,1]
αt(x)
∫
yft(y, x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)yft(y | x)dy
αt(x)
∫
ft(y, x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)ft(y | x)dy (27)
µ
t
(x) = inf
u:Y→[0,1]
αt(x)
∫
yft(y, x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)yft(y | x)dy
αt(x)
∫
ft(y, x)dy + (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)ft(y | x)dy (28)
We next use duality to prove that the u∗(y) that achieves the supremum in (27) belongs to Und.
Similar result can be proved analogously for the infimum in (28).
Denote that a(x) = (βt(x) − αt(x)), b(x) = (βt(x) − αt(x)), c(x) = αt(x)
∫
yft(y | x)dy, d(x) =
αt(x)
∫
ft(y | x)dy. Then the optimization problem in (27) can be written as:
max
u:Y→[0,1]
a(x) 〈y, u〉ft(y|x) + c(x)
b(x) 〈1, u〉ft(y|x) + d(x)
where 〈·, ·〉ft(y|x) is the inner product with respect to measure ft(y | x).
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By Charnes-Cooper transformation with u˜ = u
b(x)〈1,u〉ft(y|x)+d(x)
and v˜(x) = 1
b(x)〈1,u〉ft(y|x)+d(x)
, the
optimization problem in (27) is equivalent to the following linear program:
max
u˜:Y→[0,1]
v˜(x)
a(x) 〈y, u˜〉ft(y|x) + c(x)v˜(x)
s.t. u˜(y) ≤ v˜(x),−u˜(y) ≤ 0, for ∀y ∈ Y
b(x) 〈1, u˜〉ft(y|x) + d(x)v˜(x) = 1, v˜(x) ≥ 0
Let the dual function p(y) be associated with the primal constraint u˜(y) ≤ v˜(x) (u(y) ≤ 1), and q(y)
be the dual function associated with −u˜(y) ≤ 0 (u(y) ≥ 0), and λ be the dual variable associated
with the constraint b(x) 〈1, u˜〉ft(y|x) + d(x)v˜ = 1. The dual program is
min
λ,p0,q0
λ
s.t. p− q + λb(x)ft(y | x) = a(x)yft(y | x)
− 〈1, p〉+ λd(x) ≥ c(x)
By complementary slackness, at most one of zi or ρi is nonzero. The first dual constraint implies
that
p = (βt(x)− αt(x))ft(y | x) max{y − λ, 0},
q = (βt(x)− αt(x))ft(y | x) max{λ− y, 0}.
Moreover, the constraint that −〈1, p〉+λd(x) ≥ c(x) should be tight at optimality. (otherwise there
exists smaller yet feasible λ that achives lower objective of the dual program.) This implies that
(βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
ft(y | x) max{y − λ, 0}dy = αt(x)
∫
(λ− y)ft(y | x)dy
This rules out the possibility that λ > CY or λ < −CY where CY > 0 such that |Y | ≤ CY . Thus
∃yH ∈ [−CY , Cy] such that when y < yH , q > 0 so u = 0 and when y ≥ yH , p > 0 so u = 1.
Therefore, the optimal u∗(y) that achieves the supremum in (27) belongs to Und.
B CATE sensitivity bounds estimators
Lemma 2. The kernel-regression based sensitivity bound estimators µˆt(x), µˆt(x) given in (12)(13)
have the following equivalent characterization: for t ∈ {0, 1}
µˆt(x) = sup
u∈Und
∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )Yiu(Yi)∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
) +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )u(Yi)
µˆ
t
(x) = inf
u∈Uni
∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )Yiu(Yi)∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
) +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )u(Yi)
where Und and Uni are defined in Lemma 1.
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Proof. We prove the result for µˆt(x) and the result for µˆt(x) can be proved analogously. Given (12),
by one-to-one change of variable Wi = α(Xi) + (β(Xi)− α(Xi))Ui where Ui ∈ [0, 1],
µˆt(x) = sup
Ui∈[0,1]
∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )YiUi∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
) +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )Ui
, (29)
µˆ
t
(x) = inf
Ui∈[0,1]
∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )YiUi∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
) +
∑n
i:Ti=t
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )Ui
. (30)
Now we use duality to prove that the optimal weights U∗i that attains the supremum in (29) satisfies
that U∗i = u(Yi) for some function u : Y → [0, 1] such that u(y) is nondecreasing in y. The analogous
result for (30) can be proved similarly.
Essentially, (29) gives the following fractional linear program:
max
U
ATU + C
BTU +D
s.t.
[
IN
−IN
]
U ≤
[
1
0
]
,
where U = [U1, U2, . . . , Un−1, Un]>, A = [a1, a2, . . . , an]> with ai = I[Ti = t](β(Xi)−α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )Yi,
B = [b1, b2, . . . , bn]
> with bi = I[Ti = t](β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh ), C =
∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi, and
D =
∑n
i:Ti=t
α(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
).
By Charnes-Cooper transformation with U˜ = U
B>U+D and V˜ =
1
B>U+D , the linear-fractional program
above is equivalent to the following linear program:
max
U˜ ,v
A>U˜ + CV˜
s.t.
[
In
−In
]
U˜ ≤ V˜
[
1
0
]
B>U˜ + V˜ D = 1, V˜ ≥ 0
where the solution for U˜ , V˜ yields a solution for the original program, U = U˜
V˜
.
Let the dual variables pi ≥ 0 be associated with the primal constraints U˜i ≤ V˜ (corresponding
to Ui ≤ 1), qi ≥ 0 associated with U˜i ≥ 0 (corresponding to Ui ≥ 0), and λ associated with the
constraint B>U˜ +DV˜ = 1. Denote P = [p1, . . . , pn]> and Q = [q1, . . . , qn]>.
The dual problem is:
min
λ,z,ρ
λ
s.t. P −Q+ λB = A, pi ≥ 0, qi ≥ 0
− 1TP + λD ≥ C
By complementary slackness, at most one of pi or qi is nonzero. Rearranging the first set of equality
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constraints gives pi − qi = I(Ti = t)(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi−xh )(Yi − λ), which implies that
pi = I[Ti = t](β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
) max(Yi − λ, 0)
qi = I[Ti = t](β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
) max(λ− Yi, 0)
Since the constraint −1TP+λD ≥ c is tight at optimality (otherwise there exists smaller yet feasible
λ that achives lower objective of the dual program),
n∑
i=1
I[Ti = t]α(Xi)K(
Xi − x
h
)(λ− Yi) =
n∑
i=1
I[Ti = t](β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
) max(Yi − λ, 0)
(31)
This rules out both λ > maxi Yi and λ < mini Yi, thus Y(k) < λ ≤ Y(k+1) for some k where
Y(1), Y(2), . . . , Y(n) are the order statistics of the sample outcomes . This means that qi > 0 can
happen only when Yi ≤ Y(k), i.e., Ui = 0; and pi > 0 can happen only when i > k + 1, i.e., Ui = 1.
This proves there exist a nondecreasing function u : Y → [0, 1] such that Ui = u(Yi) attains the
upper bound in (29).
Proof for Proposition 1. We prove the result for µˆt(x) and the result for µˆt(x) can be proved anal-
ogously. In the proof of Lemma 2, (31) implies that ∃kH such that the optimal YkH < λ∗ ≤ YkH+1
and ∑
i≤kH
I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi − x
h
)(λ∗ − Yi) =
∑
i≥kH+1
I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi − x
h
)(Yi − λ∗).
Thus
λ∗ =
∑
i≤kH I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi +
∑
i≥kH+1 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi∑
i≤kH I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
) +
∑
i≥kH+1 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)
. (32)
Now we prove that if λ(k) ≥ λ(k + 1), then λ(k + 1) ≥ λ(k + 2), so kH = inf{k : λ(k) ≥ λ(k + 1)}.
Note that λ(k) ≥ λ(k + 1) is equivalent to∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)Yi∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
) +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h
)
≤ Yk+1.
Thus ∑
i≤k+2 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h )Yi +
∑
i≥k+3 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h )Yi∑
i≤k+2 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) +
∑
i≥k+3 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h )
≤
∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h )Yi +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h )Yi + (βt(x)− αt(x))I[Ti = t]K(Xi−xh )Yi∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) + (βt(x)− αt(x))I[Ti = t]K(Xi−xh )
(∗)
≤
(∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h )
)
Yk+1 + (βt(x)− αt(x))I[Tk+2 = t]K(Xk+2−xh )Yk+2∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) + (βt(x)− αt(x))I[Ti = t]K(Xi−xh )
≤
(∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h )
)
Yk+2 + (βt(x)− αt(x))I[Tk+2 = t]K(Xk+2−xh )Yk+2∑
i≤k+1 I[Ti = t]αt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) +
∑
i≥k+2 I[Ti = t]βt(Xi)K(
Xi−x
h ) + (βt(x)− αt(x))I[Ti = t]K(Xi−xh )
= Yk+2,
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where (*) holds due to (32).
This implies that λ(k+ 1) ≥ λ(k+ 2). By strong duality, we know that µˆt(x) = λ∗ = λ(kH ;x) thus
we prove the result for µˆt(x). We can analogously prove the result for µˆt(x).
Proof for Theorem 1. Here we prove that µˆt(x)→ µt(x). µˆt(x)→ µt(x) can be proved analogously.
Since
∫ K(u)du <∞, without loss of generality we assume ∫ K(u) = 1.
Define the following quantities:
κyα(t, x;n, h) =
1
nhd
n∑
i:Ti=t
αt(Xi)K(
Xi − x
h
)Yi, I
y
α(t, x) = αt(x)
∫
yft(y | x)dy,
κu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h) =
1
nhd
n∑
i:Ti=t
(βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)Yiu(Yi), I
u,y
β−α(t, x) = (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)yft(y | x)dy,
κα(t, x;n, h) =
1
nhd
n∑
i:Ti=t
αt(Xi)K(
Xi − x
h
), Iα(t, x) = αt(x)
∫
ft(y | x)dy,
κuβ−α(t, x;n, h) =
1
nhd
n∑
i:Ti=t
(βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)u(Yi), I
u
β−α(t, x) = (βt(x)− αt(x))
∫
u(y)ft(y | x)dy.
Then
µˆt(x) = sup
u∈Und
κyα(t, x;n, h) + κ
u,y
β−α(t, x;n, h)
κα(t, x;n, h) + κuβ−α(t, x;n, h)
µt(x) = sup
u∈Und
Iyα(t, x) + I
u,y
β−α(t, x)
Iα(t, x) + Iuβ−α(t, x)
According to Lemma 3,
∣∣µˆt(x)− µt(x)∣∣ ≤ sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣κyα(t, x;n, h) + κu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)κα(t, x;n, h) + κuβ−α(t, x;n, h) − I
y
α(t, x) + I
u,y
β−α(t, x)
Iα(t, x) + Iuβ−α(t, x)
∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
u∈Und
{ ∣∣∣κyα + κu,yβ−α∣∣∣
∣∣∣κα + κuβ−α − (Iα + Iuβ−α)∣∣∣∣∣∣κα + κuβ−α∣∣∣ ∣∣∣Iα + Iuβ−α∣∣∣ +
1∣∣∣Iα + Iuβ−α∣∣∣
∣∣∣κyα + κu,yβ−α − (Iyα + Iu,yβ−α)∣∣∣ }
≤
(∆1(t, x;n, h) +
∣∣∣Iyα + Iu,yβ−α∣∣∣)∆2(t, x;n, h)∣∣∣Iα + Iuβ−α∣∣∣ (∣∣∣Iα + Iuβ−α∣∣∣−∆2(t, x;n, h)) +
∆1(t, x;n, h)∣∣∣Iα + Iuβ−α∣∣∣ (33)
where
∆1(t, x;n, h) = sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣[κyα(t, x;n, h) + κu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)]− [Iyα(t, x) + Iu,yβ−α(t, x)]∣∣∣∣, (34)
∆2(t, x;n, h) = sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣[κα(t, x;n, h) + κuβ−α(t, x;n, h)]− [Iα(t, x) + Iuβ−α(t, x)]∣∣∣∣. (35)
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Therefore, we only need to prove that when n → ∞, h → 0, and nh2d → ∞, ∆1(t, x;n, h) p→ 0
and ∆2(t, x;n, h)
p→ 0 for t ∈ {0, 1} and x ∈ X . We prove ∆1(t, x;n, h) p→ 0 in this proof.
∆2(t, x;n, h)
p→ 0 can be proved analogously.
Note that
∆1(t, x;n, h) ≤
∣∣∣∣κyα(t, x;n, h)− Iyα(t, x)∣∣∣∣+ sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣κu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)− Iu,yβ−α(t, x)∣∣∣∣.
Step 1: prove that supu∈Und
∣∣∣∣κu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)− Iu,yβ−α(t, x)∣∣∣∣→ 0.
Obviously
sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣κu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)− Iu,yβ−α(t, x)∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣κu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)− Eκu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)∣∣∣∣+ sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣Eκu,yβ−α(t, x;n, h)− Iu,yβ−α(t, x)∣∣∣∣
:= Λ1 + Λ2
Step 1.1: prove Λ1
p→ 0.
By assumption, there exists δ > 0 with et(x, y) ∈ [δ, 1− δ]. Hence, αt(x) ≤ Cδ,Γ(α) = 1Γ(1δ − 1) + 1
and βt(x)− αt(x) ≤ Cδ,Γ(β − α) = (Γ− 1Γ)(1δ − 1). Under the assumptions that |K(x)| ≤ CK and|Y | ≤ CY , there exists a constant c > 0 such that for any two different observations (Xi, Ti, Yi) and
(X ′i, T
′
i , Y
′
i ), ∣∣∣∣ 1nhd (βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − xh )I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi
− 1
nhd
(βt(X
′
i)− αt(X ′i))K(
X ′i − x
h
)I(T ′i = t)u(Y ′i )Y ′i
∣∣∣∣
≤ cC
d
KCYCδ,Γ(β − α)
nhd
.
Then Lemma 4 and Mcdiarmid inequality implies that with high probability at least 1−exp(− 2nh2d2
c2C2Y C
2d
K C
2
δ,Γ(β−α)
),
Λ1 ≤ EΛ1 + .
Moreover, we can bound EΛ1 by Rademacher complexity: for i.i.d Rademacher random variables
σ1, . . . , σn,
EΛ1 ≤ 2E sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣ 1nhd
n∑
i=1
σi(βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi
∣∣∣∣. (36)
Furthermore, we can bound the Rademacher complexity given the monotonicity structure of Und.
Suppose we reorder the data so that Y1 ≤ Y2 ≤ · · · ≤ Yn. Denote the whole sample by S =
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{(Xi, Ti, Yi)}ni=1 and κi = (βt(Xi)−αt(Xi))K(Xi−xh )I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi. Since (36) is a linear program-
ming problem, we only need to consider the vertex solutions, i.e., u ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore,
EΛ1 ≤ 2E sup
u∈Und,u∈{0,1}
∣∣∣∣ 1nhd
n∑
i=1
σi(βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi
∣∣∣∣. (37)
Conditionally on S, (u(Y1), . . . , u(Yn)) thus can only have n+ 1 possible values:
(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0), (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1), . . . ,
(0, 1, . . . , 1, 1), (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1).
This means that conditionally on S, (κ1, κ2, . . . , κN) can have at most N + 1 possible values. Plus,
|κi| ≤ CdKCYCδ,Γ(β − α). So by Massart’s finite class lemma,
E sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣ 1nhd
N∑
i=1
σi(βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi
∣∣∣∣
≤
√
2C2YC
2d
K C
2
δ,Γ(β − α) log(n+ 1)
nh2d
.
Therefore, with high probability at least 1− exp(− 2nh2d2
c2C2Y C
2d
K C
2
δ,Γ(β−α)
),
Λ1 ≤ 2
√
2C2YC
2d
K C
2
δ,Γ(β − α) log(n+ 1)
nh2d
+ ,
which means that Λ1
p→ 0 when nh2d →∞.
Step 1.2: prove Λ2
p→ 0.
E
1
nhd
n∑
i=1
(β(Xi)− α(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi
=
1
hd
E[(βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi]
=
1
hd
∫
u(y)y
[ ∫
(βt(z
′)− αt(z′))K(z
′ − x
h
)ft(y | x)dz′
]
dy
(a)
=
∫
u(y)y
[ ∫
(βt − αt)(x+ zh)K(z)ft(y | x+ zh)dz
]
dy
where in (a) we use change-of-variable z = z
′−x
h
.
Since βt(x), αt(x), and ft(y | x) are twice continuously differentiable with respect to x at any x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y . Apply Taylor expansion to (βt − αt)(x+ zh) and ft(y | x+ zh) around x:
(βt − αt)(x+ zh) = (βt − αt)(x) + hz> d
dx
(βt − αt)(x) + 1
2
h2z>
d2
dx2
(βt − αt)(x)z + o(h2)
ft(y | x+ zh) = ft(y | x) + hz> ∂
∂x
ft(y | x) + 1
2
h2z>
∂2
∂x2
ft(y | x)z + o(h2)
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Then
E
1
nhd
n∑
i=1
(βt(Xi)− αt(Xi))K(Xi − x
h
)I(Ti = t)u(Yi)Yi
=
∫
(βt − αt)(x)u(y)yft(y | x)dy + h
2
2
( ∫
K(z)z2dz
) ∫
u(y)y
(
ft(y | x) d
2
dx2
(βt − αt)(x)
+ (βt − αt)(x) ∂
2
∂x2
ft(y | x) + 2 d
dx
(βt(x)− αt(x)) ∂
∂x
ft(y | x)
)
dy + o(h2)
=
h2
2
( ∫
K(z)z2dz
) ∫
u(y)y
(
∂2
∂x2
(
(βt − αt)(x)ft(y | x)
))
dy + Iuβ−α(t, x) + o(h
2)
Since the first order and second order derivatives of βt(x), αt(x), and ft(y | x) with respect to x are
bounded, obviously, ∣∣∣∣∫ u(y)y( ∂2∂x2 ((βt − αt)(x)ft(y | x))
)
dy
∣∣∣∣ <∞.
Thus as h→ 0,
Λ2 = sup
u∈Und
∣∣∣∣h22 (
∫
K(z)z2dz
) ∫
u(y)y
(
∂2
∂x2
(
(βt − αt)(x)ft(y | x)
))
dy + o(h2)
∣∣∣∣
→ 0.
Step 2: prove that
∣∣∣∣κyα(t, x;n, h)− Iyα(t, x)∣∣∣∣ p→ 0. Obviously∣∣∣∣κyα(t, x;n, h)− Iyα(t, x)∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣κyα(t, x;n, h)− Eκyα(t, x;n, h)∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Eκyα(t, x;n, h)− Iyα(t, x)∣∣∣∣
:= Λ3 + Λ4
Step 2.1: prove Λ3
p→ 0. By Mcdiarmid inequality, with high probability at least 1−2 exp(− 2nh2d2
c2C2Y C
2
KC
2
δ,Γ(α)
),
Λ3 ≤ .
Thus Λ3
p→ 0 when nh2d →∞.
Step 2.2: prove Λ4
p→ 0. Similarly to Step 1.2, we can prove that
Λ4 =
∣∣∣∣h22 (
∫
K(z)z2dz
) ∫
u(y)y
∂2
∂x2
(
αt(x)ft(y | x)
)
dy + o(h2)
∣∣∣∣
→ 0.
So far, we have proved that ∆1(t, x;n, h)
p→ 0. Analogously we can prove that ∆2(t, x;n, h) p→ 0.
Thus when n→∞, h→ 0, and nh2d →∞,∣∣µˆt(x)− µt(x)∣∣ p→ 0.
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Analogously, ∣∣∣µˆ
t
(x)− µ
t
(x)
∣∣∣ p→ 0.
Therefore,
τˆ(x)
p→ τ(x), τˆ(x) p→ τ(x).
Lemma 3. For functions J : S → R and J˜ : S → R where S is some subset in Euclidean space,∣∣ sup
x∈S
J(x)− sup
x∈S
J˜(x)
∣∣ ≤ sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|∣∣ inf
x∈S
J(x)− inf
x∈S
J˜(x)
∣∣ ≤ sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|
Proof. Obviously,
sup
x∈S
J(x) ≤ sup
x∈S
J˜(x) + sup
x∈S
{J(x)− J˜(x)}
inf
x∈S
−J˜(x) ≥ inf
x∈S
−J(x) + inf
x∈S
{J˜(x)− J(x)}.
This implies that
− sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)| ≤ inf
x∈S
{J˜(x)− J(x)}
≤ sup
x∈S
J(x)− sup
x∈S
J˜(x)
≤ sup
x∈S
{J(x)− J˜(x)} ≤ sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|,
i.e., | supx∈S J(x)− supx∈S J˜(x)| ≤ supx∈S |J(x)− J˜(x)|.
On the other hand,
sup
x∈S
−J˜(x) ≤ sup
x∈S
−J(x) + sup
x∈S
{J(x)− J˜(x)}
inf
x∈S
J(x) ≥ inf
x∈S
J˜(x) + inf
x∈S
{J(x)− J˜(x)}
which implies that
− sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)| ≤ − sup
x∈S
{J˜(x)− J(x)}
≤ inf
x∈S
J(x)− inf
x∈S
J˜(x)
≤ sup
x∈S
{J(x)− J˜(x)} ≤ sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|
Namely | infx∈S J(x)− infx∈S J˜(x)| ≤ supx∈S |J(x)− J˜(x)|.
Lemma 4. For functions J : S → R and J˜ : S → R where S is some subset in Euclidean space,∣∣supx∈S|J(x)| − supx∈S|J˜(x)|∣∣ ≤ sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|
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Proof. On the one hand,
sup
x∈S
|J(x)| = sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x) + J˜(x)| ≤ sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|+ sup
x∈S
|J˜(x)|,
which implies that
sup
x∈S
|J(x)| − sup
x∈S
|J˜(x)| ≤ sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|.
On the other hand,
inf
x∈S
−|J˜(x)| = inf
x∈S
−|J˜(x)−J(x)+J(x)| ≥ inf
x∈S
(−|J˜(x)−J(x)|−|J(x)|) ≥ inf
x∈S
(−|J˜(x)−J(x)|)+inf
x∈S
(−|J(x)|),
which implies that
sup
x∈S
|J(x)| − sup
x∈S
|J˜(x)| ≥ − sup
x∈S
|J(x)− J˜(x)|.
Therefore, the conclusion follows.
C Policy Learning
Proof for Proposition 2. The optimal policy pi∗(·; Γ) solves the following optimization problem:
inf
pi:X→[0,1]
sup
τ(x)∈T (x;Γ) ∀x∈X
E[(pi(X)− pi0(X))τ(X)]. (38)
Since both pi and τ are bounded, according to Von Neumann theorem, the optimaization problem
(38) is equivalent to
sup
τ∈T
inf
pi:X→[0,1]
E[(pi(X)− pi0(X))τ(X)], (39)
which means that there exist optimal τ ∗ ∈ T and pi∗ such that: (a) τ ∗ is pessimal for pi∗ in
that E[(pi∗(X)− pi0(X))τ ∗(X)] ≥ E[(pi∗(X)− pi0(X))τ(X)] for ∀τ ∈ T and (b) pi∗ is optimal for
τ ∗ in that E[(pi∗(X)− pi0(X))τ ∗(X)] ≤ E[(pi(X)− pi0(X))τ ∗(X)], ∀pi : X → [0, 1]. Obviously
(b) implies that pi∗ = I [τ ∗(x) < 0] + pi0(x)I [τ ∗(x) = 0] can make an optimal policy. Plugging
pi∗ = I [τ ∗(x) < 0] + pi0(x)I [τ ∗(x) = 0] into (39) gives
τ ∗ = argmax
τ∈T
Emin((1− pi0(X))τ(X),−pi0(X)τ(X)). (40)
Actually τ ∗ has closed form solution:
• When τ(x) ≤ 0, obviously τ(x) ≤ 0 so min((1− pi0(x))τ(x),−pi0(x)τ(x)) = (1− pi0(x))τ(x).
– τ ∗(x) = τ(x) if pi0(x) < 1;
– τ ∗(x) can be anything between τ(x) and τ(x) if pi0(x) = 1.
• When τ(x) ≥ 0, obviously τ(x) ≥ 0 so min((1− pi0(x))τ(x),−pi0(x)τ(x)) = −pi0(x)τ(x).
– τ ∗(x) = τ(x) if pi0(x) > 0;
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– τ ∗(x) can be anything between τ(x) and τ(x) if pi0(x) = 0.
• When τ(x) < 0 < τ(x),
– If 0 < pi0(x) < 1, when choosing τ
∗(x) ≥ 0, min((1 − pi0(x))τ ∗(x),−pi0(x)τ ∗(x)) =
−pi0(x)τ ∗(x)) ≤ 0, so τ ∗(x) must be 0; similarly, when choosing τ ∗(x) ≤ 0, τ ∗(x) must
be 0. This means that τ ∗(x) = 0.
– When pi0(x) = 0, τ
∗(x) can be anything between 0 and τ(x).
– When pi0(x) = 1, τ
∗(x) can be anything between τ(x) and 0.
In summary, the following τ ∗ always solves the optimization problem in (40):
τ ∗(x) = τ(x)I(τ(x) ≤ 0) + τ(x)I(τ(x) ≥ 0).
Therefore, the following policy is a minimax-optimal policy that optimizes (39):
pi∗(x) = I [τ ∗(x) < 0] + pi0(x)I [τ ∗(x) = 0] ,
with
τ ∗(x) = τ(x)I(τ(x) ≤ 0) + τ(x)I(τ(x) ≥ 0).
Namely,
pi∗(x) = I(τ(x) ≤ 0) + pi0(x)I(τ(x) < 0 ≤ τ(x)).
Proof for Theorem 2. According to the proof for Proposition 2,
sup
τ∈T
Rpi0(pi
∗(·; Γ); Γ) = Emin((1− pi0(X))τ ∗(X),−pi0(X)τ ∗(X))
= E(1− pi0(X))τ(X)I(τ(X) < 0) + E(−pi0(X))τ(X)I(τ(X) > 0)
In contrast,
sup
τ∈T
Rpi0(pˆi
∗(·; Γ); Γ) = max
τ∈T
E[(1− pi0(X))τ(X)I(τˆ(X) < 0) + (−pi0(X))τ(X)I(τˆ(X) > 0)]
= E[(1− pi0(X))τ(X)I(τˆ(X) < 0) + (−pi0(X))τ(X)I(τˆ(X) > 0)]
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Thus
sup
τ∈T
Rpi0(pˆi
∗(·; Γ); Γ)− sup
τ∈T
Rpi0(pi
∗(·; Γ); Γ) = E
[(
(1− pi0(X))τ(X)I(τ(X) < 0) + (−pi0(X))τ(X)I(τ(X) > 0)
)
−
(
(1− pi0(X))τ(X)I(τˆ(X) < 0) + (−pi0(X))τ(X)I(τˆ(X) > 0)
)]
= E
[
(1− pi0(X))τ(X)
(
I(τ(X) < 0)− I(τˆ(X) < 0)
)
+ (−pi0(X))τ(X)
(
I(τ(X) > 0)− I(τˆ(X) > 0)
)]
= −E
[(
(1− pi0(X)) |τ(X)| I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))
)
+
(
(−pi0(X)) |τ(X)| I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))
)]
Next, we prove that under the assumptions in Theorem 1, when n→∞, h→ 0, and nh2 →∞,
E
(
(1− pi0(X)) |τ(X)| I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))
)
→ 0.
Given that |Y | ≤ CY , |τ(x)| ≤ 2CY and |τ(x)| ≤ 2CY . For any η > 0,
E
[
(1− pi0(X)) |τ(X)| I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))
]
≤ 2CY P
(
I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))I(|τ(X)| > η)
)
+ ηP
(
I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))I(|τ(X)| ≤ η)
)
(b)
≤ 2CY P
(
I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))I(|τ(X)− τˆ(X)| > η)
)
+ η
≤ 2CY P(|τ(X)− τˆ(X)| > η) + η
= 2CYE
[
P(|τ(X)− τˆ(X)| > η | X)
]
+ η
(c)→ η
Here (b) holds because when sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)), |τ(X)− τˆ(X)| > |τ(X)|; (c) holds because
Theorem 1 proves that P(|τ(X) − τˆ(X)| > η | X) → 0 , which implies E
[
P(|τ(X) − τˆ(X)| > η |
X)
]
→ 0 according to bounded convergence theorem considering that P(|τ(X)−τˆ(X)| > η | X) ≤ 1.
Therefore, when n→∞, h→ 0 and nh2d →∞,
E
[
(1− pi0(X)) |τ(X)| I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))
]→ 0.
Analogously, we can prove that, when n→∞, h→ 0 and nh2d →∞,
E
[
pi0(X) |τ(X)| I(sign(τ(X)) 6= sign(τˆ(X)))
]→ 0.
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As a result, when n→∞, h→ 0 and nh2d →∞, sup
τ∈T
Rpi0(pˆi
∗(·; Γ); Γ)− sup
τ∈T
Rpi0(pi
∗(·; Γ); Γ)→ 0.
D PCATE sensitivity bounds
Analogously, the corresponding sensitivity bounds for partial conditional average treatment effect
are:
τ(xS; Γ) = µ1(xS; Γ)− µ0(xS; Γ), (41)
τ(xS; Γ) = µ1(xS; Γ)− µ0(xS; Γ), (42)
where µt(xS; Γ) and µt(xS; Γ) for t ∈ {0, 1} are given in (17)(18). The corresponding PCATE
bounds estimators are:
τˆ(xS; Γ) = µˆ1(xS; Γ)− µˆ0(xS; Γ), (43)
τˆ(xS; Γ) = µˆ1(xS; Γ)− µˆ0(xS; Γ), (44)
where µˆt(xS; Γ) and µˆt(xS; Γ) for t ∈ {0, 1} are given in (22)(23).
For any piS : XS → [0, 1], the policy value and the worst-case policy regret are:
V (piS; τ) = E[pi(XS)Y (1) + (1− pi(XS))Y (0)]
R
S
pi0
(pi; Γ) = sup
τ(xS)∈T (xS ;Γ) ∀xS∈XS
(V (piS; τ)− V (pi0; τ)) (45)
Corollary 2.1. Consider the partial conditional expected potential outcome
µt(xS) = E[Y (t) | XS = xS],
where t ∈ {0, 1}, XS is a subset of the observed covariates X, and xS ∈ XS. The corresponding
population PCAT sensitivity bounds (17)(18) have the following equivalent characterization:
µt(xS ; Γ) = sup
u∈Und
∫∫
αt(xS , xSc)yft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc +
∫∫
(βt(xS , xSc)− αt(xS , xSc))u(y)yft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc∫∫
αt(xS , xSc)ft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc +
∫∫
(βt(xS , xSc)− αt(xS , xSc))u(y)ft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc
µ
t
(xS ; Γ) = inf
u∈Uni
∫∫
αt(xS , xSc)yft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc +
∫∫
(βt(xS , xSc)− αt(xS , xSc))u(y)yft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc∫∫
αt(xS , xSc)ft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc +
∫∫
(βt(xS , xSc)− αt(xS , xSc))u(y)ft(y, xSc | xS)dydxSc
where ft(y, xSc | xS) is the conditional joint density function for {T = t, Y (t), XSc} given XS = xS
with XSc as the complementary subset of X with respect to XS, αt(·) and βt(·) are defined in (4),
and Und and Uni are defined in Lemma 1.
Proof. By analogous arguments of change of variable and duality in the proof for Lemma 1, we can
prove the conclusions in Corollary 2.1.
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Corollary 2.2. Consider the following estimators:
µˆt(xS; Γ) = sup
Wti∈[αt(Xi;Γ),βt(Xi;Γ)]
∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi,S−xS
h
)WtiYi∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi,S−xS
h
)Wti
,
µˆ
t
(xS; Γ) = inf
Wti∈[αt(Xi;Γ),βt(Xi;Γ)]
∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi,S−xS
h
)WtiYi∑n
i=1 I(Ti = t)K(
Xi,S−xS
h
)Wti
.
where αt(·) and βt(·) are defined in (4).
Assume that et(xS, xSc) and ft(y, xSc | xS) are twice continuously differentiable with respect to xS
for any y ∈ Y and xSc ∈ XS with bounded first and second derivatives. Under the other assumptions
in Theorem 1, when n→∞, h→ 0, and nh2|S| →∞, µˆt(xS) p→ µt(xS) and µˆt(xS)
p→ µ
t
(xS).
Proof. Following the proof for Theorem 1, we can analogously prove that when n→∞ and nh2|S| →
∞,
µˆt(xS ; Γ)
p→ sup
u∈Und
E
[
I(Ti = t)αt(Xi,S , Xi,Sc)K(Xi,S−xSh )Yi + I(Ti = t)u(Yi)(βt(Xi,S , Xi,Sc)− αt(Xi,S , Xi,Sc))K(Xi,S−xSh )Yi
]
E
[
I(Ti = t)αt(Xi,S , Xi,Sc)K(Xi,S−xSh ) + I(Ti = t)u(Yi)(βt(Xi,S , Xi,Sc)− αt(Xi,S , Xi,Sc))K(Xi,S−xSh )
]
(46)
Note that
E
[
I(Ti = t)αt(Xi,S, Xi,Sc)K(
Xi,S − xS
h
)Yi
]
=
∫∫∫
αt(x
′
S, xSc)ft(y, x
′
S, xSc)K(
x′S − xS
h
)ydydx′SdxSc .
By the similar Taylor expansion argument in the proof for Theorem 1, when h→ 0,
E
[
I(Ti = t)αt(Xi,S, Xi,Sc)K(
Xi,S − xS
h
)Yi
]
→
∫∫
αt(xS, xSc)ft(y, xS, xSc)ydydxSc .
Similarly, we can prove the convergence of other components in Corollary 2.2. Given the charac-
terization in Corollary 2.1, we can decompose the estimation bias in a way similar to (33), which
leads to the final conclusions.
Corollary 2.3. Define the following policies based on the subset observed covariates XS: for any
xS ∈ X ,
piP (xS; Γ) = I(τ(xS; Γ) ≤ 0) + pi0(xS)I(τ(xS; Γ) ≤ 0 < τ(xS; Γ))
pˆiP (xS; Γ) = I(τˆ(xS; Γ) ≤ 0) + pi0(xS)I(τˆ(xS; Γ) ≤ 0 < τˆ(xS; Γ)).
where τ(xS; Γ) and τ(xS; Γ) are the population PCATE sentivity bounds defined in (41)(42), and
τˆ(xS; Γ) and τˆ(xS; Γ) are the PCATE sensitivity bounds estimators given in (43) (44).
Then piP (·; Γ) is the population minimax-optimal policies. Namely,
piP (·; Γ) ∈ argmin
piS :XS→[0,1]
[ sup
τ∈TS
R
S
pi0
(pi; Γ)]
where TS = {τ : τ(xS) ∈ [τ(xS), τ(xS)],∀xS ∈ XS}. Furthermore, the sample policy pˆiP is asymp-
totically minimax-optimal:
R
S
pi0
(pˆiP (·; Γ); Γ) p→ RSpi0(piP (·; Γ); Γ).
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Proof. The conclusions can be proved analougously to the proofs for Proposition 2 and Theorem
2.
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Figure 5: Bounds on CATE for differing values of Γ.
In the main text, for the sake of illustration we presented an example where we fix the nominal
propensities e(X) and set the true propensities e(X,U) such that the maximal odds-ratio bounds
α(X), β(X) are “achieved” by the true propensities. We computed bounds on the pre-specified
e(X). We now consider a setting with a binary confounder where log(Γ) = 1 is not a uniform
bound, but bounds most of the observed odds ratios, and instead we learn the marginal propensities
Pr[T = 1 | X = x] from data using logistic regression. The results (Fig. 5) are materially the same
as in the main text.
We consider the same setting as in Fig. 1 with a binary confounder u ∼ Bern(1/2) generated
independently, and X ∼ Unif[−2, 2]. Then we set the true propensity score as
e∗(x, u) = σ(θx+ 2(u− 0.5) + 0.5)
We learn the nominal propensity scores e(x) by predicting them from data with logistic regression,
which essentially learns the marginalized propensity scores e(x) = Pr[T = 1 | X = x]. The outcome
model yields a nonlinear CATE, with linear confounding and with randomly generated mean-zero
noise,  ∼ N(0, 1):
Y (t) = (2t− 1)x+ (2t− 1)− 2 sin(2(2t− 1)X)− 2(u− 1)(1 + 0.5X) + 
This outcome model specification yields a confounded CATE estimate of
E[Y | X = x, T = 1]− E[Y | X = x, T = 0]
= 2− 2x+ 2(sin(−2x)− sin(2x))+
2(2 + x)(Pr[u = 1 | X=xT=1 ]− Pr[u = 1 | X=xT=0 ])
By Bayes’ rule,
Pr[u = 1 | X = x, T = 1] = Pr[T = 1 | X = x, u = 1] Pr[u = 1 | X = x]
Pr[T = 1 | X = x]
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In Fig. 5, we compute the bounds using our approach for log(Γ) = 0.5, 1, 1.5 on a dataset with
n = 2000. The purple long-dashed line corresponds to a confounded kernel regression. (Bandwidths
are estimated by leave-one-out cross-validation for each treatment arm regression). The confounding
is greatest for large, positive x. The true, unconfounded CATE is plotted in black. While the
confounded estimation suggests a large region, x ∈ [0, 1.25], where T = 1 is beneficial, the true
CATE suggests a much smaller region where T = 1 is optimal.
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